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editorial | antony adshead

Mystery No. 1 of the storage industry:
Why are we locked in by hardware?
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In the storage universe, wealthy empires are built
around the model of hardware tied to software.
But does it have to be that way? Or will the
industry evolve to see an uncoupling of the two?

HEN YOU STOP and think about it, the storage systems we use are all made
to a pretty simple formula. The SAN, the NAS, the disk backup and data
deduplication hardware—from the lowliest desktop NAS to the enterprise
Fibre Channel behemoths, they are all made from two ingredients.
The first key ingredient is the thing that actually effects data storage:
the hard drive, of which there are relatively few variations that are almost
completely interchangeable. The second key ingredient is the controlling
software, the operating system. This is the bit that enables storage vendors
to make billions of dollars and to lock customers into their product ecosystems.
There are some hugely wealthy
empires built on this structure,
which in some senses appears quite
fragile. After all, it isn’t the hardware
in a storage system that is unique
but merely the software; it’s literally
a set of ideas about how systems
should operate set down in coded
form. It’s a wonder that softwareonly products and, in particular, open
source software have not taken off
in storage to a greater extent than
they have.
We’ve seen the revolutionary effect of a separation between hardware and software elsewhere in IT. In the world of servers, open source,
specifically in the form of Linux, shook up a large chunk of the industry
over the past decade or so. Look back to the turn of the millennium and
the server scene wasn’t dissimilar to what you’ll find among the giants
of storage today. There were several large players in the Unix server
market, each with its own flavour of Unix that ran only on its specific
version of the RISC processor: HP with HPUX, IBM with AIX, Sun with
Solaris, Compaq with Tru64 and so on.
That world collapsed as Linux became a viable alternative as a server
operating system for the type of jobs formerly the preserve of Unix and that,

It’s a wonder that software-only products
and, in particular,
open source software
have not taken off in
storage to a greater
extent than they have.
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crucially, were able to run on commodity x86 servers. Suddenly, the existing
in-built lock-ins of the Unix world evaporated, and Linux became an economic
option for core enterprise apps such as SAP and database serving.
This separation of hardware and operating software by open source,
and in particular its Linux manifestation, brought some huge changes in
the IT landscape, but it didn’t conquer the world. The desktop, for example,
remained stubbornly resistant to Linux except among a tiny number of
nerdy enthusiasts and was certainly never on the cards for the enterprise.
The key lack of traction here was not only a result of the poor evolution
of Linux as a desktop OS, but simply because there was no need to sidestep the processor/OS lock-in that existed with Unix servers.
Storage subsystems are, however, almost as far as you can get from
the commodity nature of an organisation’s desktop estate. SAN and NAS
systems are often bought in pairs or clusters of multiple devices and are
the biggest ticket items in the data centre. They also manifest a clear
hardware/software lock-in. So, are they vulnerable to the type of wedge
that open source drove into the server market?
Well, there is a small but significant current of open source storage
available.
Sun’s ZFS, for example, is a file system that is fully featured and scalable
and, although not on general release, can be incorporated into Linux and
the Free BSD operating systems. And, with commodity hardware, ZFS can
be used to build unified storage systems. Some small vendors, such as
GreenBytes and Nexenta, have done precisely this, but it’s a project theoretically within reach of an in-house IT department.
Meanwhile, Red Hat Enterprise Linux Advanced Platform provides
shared-storage access, including support for CIFS, NFS, iSCSI, Fibre
Channel and FCoE. And FreeNAS, which is built on FreeBSD Unix, supports
CIFS, NFS, FTP, iSCSI, Rsync and AFP (Apple File Protocol).
So, the idea of an open source storage revolution, with an operating
system and file system built into commodity hardware, isn’t too great
a stretch of the imagination. Illustrative of this is the fact that EMC, for
example, uses versions of Linux in its Rainfinity, Data Domain, RecoverPoint, VPlex and Avamar appliances, albeit with code bases customised
to those implementations.
And the potential separation of storage hardware and software is not
restricted to the use of open source OSes. Vendors such as LeftHand
and DataCore, for example, already offer their SAN products as software,
while the likes of Nasuni and TwinStrata sell virtual NAS devices that
only exist as software too.
Logic seems to suggest that one day it will be common for customers in
businesses of all sizes to buy storage operating systems, processing power
and disk hardware separately. But when that day will come is open to speculation. All kinds of commercial interests and practical challenges lie between
here and there, and that is a subject for reflection in a future editorial. 2
Antony Adshead is Bureau Chief for SearchStorage.co.UK.
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By liberating servers from hardware, server virtualisation is
the perfect method for creating secondary sites that can get
up and running quickly after disaster strikes. BY MANEK DUBASH

i

N THE DAYS before server virtualisation, it was mainly large enterprises

that could afford a disaster recovery (DR) plan that entailed duplicating
their entire server estate and having it sit around doing nothing.
All that changed with the arrival into the mainstream of server virtualisation, which eliminated the requirement that the secondary site be a
hardware carbon copy of the primary one. A key benefit of virtualisation
is its ability to save on DR infrastructure, and that brings DR within the
range of companies that were previously unable to afford it.
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DR requires restoration of an entire system quickly and easily, and virtualisation scores big here. Because a VM is independent of hardware, it’s easy
to move or copy a server from one physical server to another server that
you can recover from in case of disastrous events. Meanwhile, the falling
cost of bandwidth means you can use remote offices as DR sites.
Even applications that do not run on virtual servers can be virtualised
when replicated. If a mirrored virtual server runs at only at 80 percent
of the performance of the physical production machine, that’s still a lot
better than complete service failure.
To further exploit the DR advantages of server virtualisation, hypervisor
vendors are tailoring their products to DR requirements. VMware’s Site
Recovery Manager, for example, offers features that support DR, such as
planning, discovery and testing, and automated failover. Microsoft’s HyperV has fewer features aimed specifically at DR but can be successfully
combined with products such as Vision Solutions’ Double-Take, which
replicates servers and keeps them in sync. (VMware’s vSphere also
supports such replication products.)
But there are wrinkles. You need to remember, for example, that in a
Windows setup you’ll need to restore the domain controllers first or none
of the services dependent on Active Directory, such as Microsoft Exchange,
will work.
Designing and implementing a
DR plan is a complex task, with variables that include technology, corporate policies and available skill sets.
Businesses are also starting to take
advantage of cloud-based DR services, which are usually underpinned
by server virtualisation too.
To investigate how UK companies
are using server virtualisation, we
talked with two London-based IT
organisations in the financial services sector, one of which is using a managed service provider for DR
services and the other an in-house replication solution involving custom
PowerShell scripts.

Designing and implementing a DR plan is
a complex task, with
variables that include
technology, corporate
policies and available
skill sets.

HAMPDEN CAPITAL OUTSOURCES DR
Hampden Capital delivers financial services to the Lloyds-backed insurance
market. It is regulated by the Financial Services Authority (FSA) and follows
the FSA’s best practices.
“If the best practices are to do ‘xyz,’ that’s what we do,” said Andrew Hough,
IT manager. “This means we need to know how to be up and running within
30 to 60 minutes of a disaster.”
Hampden Capital discussed that requirement with Frontier Technologies,
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its incumbent supplier for other IT services, and then subscribed to Frontier’s managed continuity solution. Frontier now mirrors all Hampden’s
servers, both physical and virtual, to virtual machines on its premises.
“We told them which servers we wanted to cover, their sizes and how
quickly we wanted them back working,” said Hough. “They manage it and
test it once or twice a year, and we take part so we know it happened.”
The company employs about 150 people and houses its systems in its
offices in the City of London. It has 10 physical servers—eight are in London,
the rest are in an office in Buckinghamshire—and runs more than 20 virtual
machines. Some servers remain unvirtualised, such as Exchange, file and
print, the main SQL server, and Linux, but several Citrix servers, SUSE Linux
and miscellaneous application servers are virtualised.
When it came to DR, said Hough, “We wanted to cover Microsoft Exchange,
SQL Server, the file and print servers, document management servers, and a
Linux box.”
Before it bought into Frontier Technologies’ services, Hampden had a
limited DR plan. “In the event of a disaster, we would have had to rebuild
from scratch using servers held off-site,” Hough said.
The impetus for a fresh look at
how Hampden managed its DR came
from the board, which mandated a
“substantially quicker” DR process
than had previously been in place.
It previously took eight hours to
restore email, and two days for
the rest of the systems. The board
rejected that as insufficient,
—ANDREW HOUGH, IT manager, Hampden Capital
prompting Hough to look for
a managed service.
When it came to selecting a DR provider, one large telecoms provider
was rejected because of fears about the disparity between the sizes of
the two companies. “We weren’t confident about the level of touchyfeely support they could offer,” said Hough. The other reject was a Citybased IT provider that proffered a shopping list from which “they could
probably do this or that,” Hough said. “We preferred that someone else
do the trailblazing.”
The replication uses a VPN between Hampden’s and Frontier’s offices
over a 50 Mbps leased line, and the DR plan is regularly tested. “Testing
of the DR plan works on the basis that Frontier breaks the link on the
synchronisation,” Hough said. The company has successfully conducted
three tests in the last 18 months.
“The service sends text messages to us and Frontier in the event of any
possible problem, and if we decide to switch over to the DR service, staff
can then connect in via Citrix. Frontier provides an alternative public Web
address to point to, so we can use Citrix services that we are all used to
and it looks just the same,” Hough said.

“In the event of a
disaster, we would
have had to rebuild
from scratch using
servers held off-site.”
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“The text messages have been received very rarely and only when the
power has gone down. We’re as confident as we can be that it works as
it’s supposed to.”

CMA VISION’S CUSTOM VM REPLICATION
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CMA Vision is a financial institution whose market analysis creates large
volumes of highly sensitive data. The company is heavily dependent on
its databases, which process the data in real time and are backed up
twice daily.
Its IT infrastructure includes nine VMware-based host servers that support more than 100 virtual machines connected to a Compellent SAN, all
installed in the company’s data centre in London’s Docklands. Its Cannon
Street DR and backup location is a short distance away.
Ryan Sclanders, IT infrastructure manager, is in the process of revamping
the company’s DR plan, which is a mirrored version of the production site.
“I don’t store any data on the VMs,
so it’s easy to duplicate a VM and
the configuration,” Sclanders said.
“All the data is in the databases on
the SAN so I use SAN replication.”
An advantage of SAN replication is
that the SAN bears the load instead
of the host servers. “If the link goes
down between the two sites, Compellent Enterprise Manager will alert
me and create recovery deltas for
when the link comes back up,”
Sclanders said.
Sclanders didn’t buy software to
—RYAN SCLANDERS,
effect the replication components of
IT
infrastructure
manager, CMA Vision
his DR plan but instead wrote them
himself in Windows PowerShell. “The
scripts automatically create a copy in the DR environment with a set of
matching IP addresses,” he said. Twice a day the scripted operation creates
a writable view of a SAN volume snapshot using the Compellent view feature
at the DR site. It then attaches the view to the DR site’s database server and
makes it active.
Meanwhile, whenever a VM is created at the primary site, a replica is
created at the secondary site. This is completely automated by one of
Sclanders’ custom-created PowerShell scripts.
“This essentially means I have a warm site,” said Sclanders. “In the
event of a failover, it’s not immediate—the shortest time to recovery is
four hours, but I can test it at any stage by taking a view and restoring
the services.”
Because he’s in the middle of developing the DR scheme, Sclanders

“I don’t store any data
on the VMs, so it’s
easy to duplicate a VM
and the configuration.
All the data is in the
databases on the
SAN so I use SAN
replication.”
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said that the system has yet to undergo a complete live test. “However,
I have tested the application server and the binary website and backup
facility, and it all works,” he said. “Once completed we will simulate a
complete DR failover.”
During project evaluation, CMA Vision examined VMware’s Site Recovery
Manager, Quest Software’s vReplicator (formerly Vizioncore vReplicator)
and HP StorageWorks Storage Mirroring software. SRM was rejected,
Sclanders said, because “I didn’t need to replicate the virtual machine
volumes. There is no data stored on the virtual machines, and that allowed
me to create a duplicate with matching IP addresses on the DR side, rather
than a replicated copy.”
The HP and Vizioncore products were rejected because they are hostbased and would have added to system overheads, they would create huge
recovery log files in case of network outage, and there were difficulties
with snapshots that would have affected replication.
“They didn’t tick all the boxes. I was hoping to be able to have a live
volume where I could replicate to a DR server that would be active. That
didn’t work,” Sclanders said. “The closest I could come was a view of the
volume that I could make active and have it as an attached volume.”
Sclanders added that the system will be fully operational within a
few months and that the motivation for scripting it himself was not
just financial. “I just enjoy scripting,” he said. 2
Manek Dubash is a journalist with more than 25 years of experience. Focused
on business and technology, he currently blogs on enterprise infrastructure
for ZDNetUK and contributes regularly to The Register, SearchStorage.co.UK
and other outlets. His work has appeared in national newspapers as well as
specialist technology journals and websites.
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How do you beat the backup window?
Use snapshots and you can forget
about backup windows. BY W CURTIS PRESTON
NAPSHOT-BASED BACKUP, also known as near-continuous data protection

(or near-CDP), currently offers one of the most cost-effective, worryfree and efficient ways to provide operational recovery. Before we get
into why, let’s first look at a few of the alternatives.
Tape systems, when used in conjunction with a traditional data backup
system, are the most cost-efficient way to provide long-term storage of
backups and archives; however, the mismatch between the speed of backups and the speed of modern tape drives creates quite a challenge when
performing operational backup and recovery directly to and from tape.
A popular option is to augment tape with a data deduplication target for
your traditional backup system. This significantly improves the efficiency
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of traditional backup systems and reduces the amount of ongoing maintenance they need; however, dedupe systems aren’t cheap. And while deduplication technology makes backups more efficient, it does so using a very
inefficient process: Move 100 GB across the network, process it to shrink it
to 10 GB and store it, and then process it again to restore or copy the 100
GB to tape.
Source deduplication is arguably more efficient than traditional backup
as it removes the duplicate data before it’s sent across the network. It’s
also a completely disk-based system that tends to offer good performance
for both backup and restore. But restores from source dedupe systems are
still performed just like those from traditional systems—a bulk copy of data
from one place to another.
Continuous data protection (CDP) systems are also very efficient and
they can offer tighter recovery point objectives (RPOs) than any other
type of system. However, they come
with their own set of challenges.
Most true CDP products are specialised so they work only with a
particular operating system or application. There are a few CDP products
designed to work with any operating
system or application, but they’re
often expensive. Still, if you need
RPOs measured in seconds or minutes you should absolutely consider
a true CDP system.

Continuous data protection (CDP) systems
are also very efficient
and they can offer
tighter recovery point
objectives (RPOs) than
any other type of
system.
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Near-CDP systems, which do snapshot and replication-based backups,
are very efficient because, like CDP systems, they only transfer and store
new blocks of data. The changes (or “deltas”) can be easily stored on the
primary system and replicated to a secondary system for backup. Snapshots must be replicated or backed up to tape because they depend on
the primary volume for their data.
The true value of a near-CDP system is demonstrated during operational
recovery. Their RPO can be measured in minutes, and their recovery time
objective (RTO) is measured by how long it takes you to point the application
from the primary storage system to the secondary storage system.

NOT ALL SNAPSHOTS ARE THE SAME
Sponsor
resources
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If you’re using one of the leading backup software products, you should
ask the vendor how they accomplish near-CDP functionality. Some of
them provide it completely within their product, but most accomplish
it by controlling and reporting on the snapshot replication capabilities
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of a storage or virtualisation system.
If you’re going to rely entirely on snapshots for historical preservation
of data, you need to ensure that the existence of dozens or hundreds of
snapshots doesn’t negatively impact the performance of your storage system.
Therefore, the feasibility of a snapshot-based backup system depends highly
on what type of snapshots your storage system provides.
The most common type of snapshot is the copy-on-write snapshot.
A copy-on-write snapshot system copies a block before it overwrites it
with a new block. Typically, the previous version of the block is copied
to another volume, which has the advantage of leaving the structure
of the source volume unchanged. One would think this would have
performance advantages, but the opposite is true. That’s because each
write requires three separate I/O operations: a read of the previous
block, a write of the previous block and a write of the new block. Over
time, this can create quite a performance degradation on the primary
storage system, which is why it’s extremely rare to use a copy-on-write
snapshot system for this purpose. Typically, copy-on-write snapshots
are only used to create a stable image as a source for another backup
system. This can be a
traditional backup system
that copies the snapshotSAMPLER:
ted volume to a backup
STORAGE SYSTEMS
system or a more advanced
system that replicates the
WITH REDIRECTsnapshot to another storage
ON-WRITE
system. If the snapshots
SNAPSHOTS
are replicated, this allows
you to leave very few
snapshots on the primary
Compellent Technologies
system with all previous
Storage Center
snapshots stored on the
secondary system. This
IBM
has the effect of minimising
the performance impact
XIV Storage System
of the snapshots on the
primary system while
NetApp
maintaining historical
FASxxxx Series
versions for operational
recovery. If you’re using
Nimble Storage
a copy-on-write storage
system and wish to move
CS-Series
to a near-CDP-style backup, you’ll need to adopt
Oracle
one of the approaches
ZFS Storage 7xxx Series
that allows you to limit
the number of snapshots
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Just when is “continuous” not really
continuous? In the real world the d efinition is pretty straightforward, but when
it comes to continuous data protection
(CDP) and near-CDP, things get a little
hazy. The Storage Networking Industry
Association (SNIA), a leading storage
vendors’ trade organisation, offers its
own definition of CDP:
“Continuous data protection
(CDP) is a methodology that continuously
captures or tracks data modifications
and stores changes independent of the
primary data, enabling recovery points
from any point in the past.”
A true CDP system captures every
change or new piece of data as soon as
it’s committed to disk and immediately
replicates that change to another system.
Near-CDP performs a similar function but
does it periodically—every 15 minutes, 30
minutes, hour, etc.—so it’s truly not “continuous” at all. Because it offers RTOs
and RPOs that are very close to what
CDP offers, many people refer to it as
near-CDP; however, the term “near-CDP”
isn’t officially recognised by SNIA.

on the primary volume.
Redirect-on-write is a
less common type of snapshot that writes the new
block in a new location,
leaving the previous version
of the block in its place.
The advantage of this
approach is that it requires
only one I/O operation to
update a block (as opposed
to three I/O operations
with copy-on-write). This is
why storage systems using
this style of snapshot can
store dozens or hundreds
of snapshots without a
significant degradation in
performance. And it’s precisely that feature that
makes redirect-on-writestyle snapshots the preferred snapshot method to
use for a near-CDP backup
system.

TWO CAVEATS ABOUT REDIRECT-ON-WRITE SNAPSHOTS
There are two disadvantages to redirect-on-write-style snapshots. The first
is that all blocks—both current and all previous versions—are stored in the
same volume. Over time, this can cause the current versions of the blocks
that comprise a given volume to become fragmented. Be sure to consult
with the vendor whose product you’re considering to see how they deal
with this fundamental design issue of redirect-on-write volumes.
The second, and much more dangerous, disadvantage of redirect-onwrite snapshots is that the historical versions of blocks can cause the
volume to become full, stopping all further writes to the volume until
the issue is corrected. Copy-on-write systems avoid this issue by storing the historical versions of blocks in a different volume. If the history
volume becomes full, it only stops updating the snapshots—the current
version of the volume is unaffected. However, redirect-on-write snapshots must keep the current and historical blocks in the same volume,
creating the risk of filling up the volume with historical blocks. This is
why users who opt for this approach to snapshots on their volumes
must keep extra space in reserve, and must constantly monitor the volumes to ensure there’s enough reserve space to keep up with the level
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of changes of any given volume. The more blocks change and the more
frequently they’re changed, the more space you’re going to need for
snapshots.
Vendors that don’t offer redirect-on-write snapshots often use these
disadvantages as FUD (fear, uncertainty and doubt) when talking to potential
customers. Don’t believe the FUD, but consider it a source of information
that must be verified.
The first potential disadvantage (fragmentation) is easy to test for in
a proof-of-concept test: Test the performance before/after the creation
of dozens or hundreds of snapshots—after updating thousands of blocks,
of course.
The second potential disadvantage is a very real one and simply must
be monitored. If you run out of space because of your snapshot data,
your volume will stop updating and your application will crash. If you’re
not experienced with this type of snapshot, follow the vendor’s most conservative estimates on how much space to keep in reserve. Over time,
monitoring how much space is taken up by snapshots should allow you to
develop a much better estimate that’s more appropriate for your environment. If you monitor things properly, the worst that should ever happen
is that you have to delete more snapshot history than you would to make
sure your volume doesn’t stop functioning (see “Sampler: Storage systems
with redirect-on-write snapshots”).
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Any type of structured data requires special treatment before creating a
snapshot of the volume it’s stored on. At a minimum, without this special
attention, your app will go into crash recovery mode after recovery and
possibly cause a given snapshot to be completely worthless for restore.
Therefore, be sure to research the proper way to prepare your application
prior to creating a snapshot.
Windows solves this problem using Volume Shadow Copy Service (VSS).
A backup system that’s about to create a snapshot of a volume simply
needs to communicate its intention to VSS. (To do this, it must be capable
of being a VSS requestor.) VSS then provides the requestor a list of applications for which it requires VSS intervention prior to taking snapshots. The
requestor then communicates with each application’s VSS writer. Once an
application has been prepared for the snapshot, the requestor asks VSS to
create the snapshot. VSS then informs the VSS snapshot provider to create
the snapshot. (The snapshot provider can be Windows itself, or a storage or
virtualisation system like those discussed earlier.) Once the snapshot has
been successfully created, the requestor can inform the supported applications (via its VSS writer) that they have been backed up, which allows them
to do things like truncate their transaction logs.
Unfortunately, VSS functionality (or any meaningful equivalent) doesn’t
exist for Unix- or Linux-based operating systems. So if you plan to use
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snapshots with Unix systems, you’ll need to use an application that can
accomplish the same steps, or you’ll have to write a script that communicates directly with the applications.

RESTORING SNAPSHOT DATA
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There are a number of ways to do restores with near-CDP systems. The
most common is to make the historical versions of files available as
a subdirectory underneath the originating directory. When a previous
version of a file is needed, a user can simply point their file browser
to the appropriate directory, locate the file, and then copy and paste it.
Another type of restore happens when a user is looking for a file and
isn’t quite sure where or when it was last seen. This type of restore is
very easy to do in traditional backup products because they have a
database that tracks the location of all files and all versions of those
files. However, most near-CDP storage systems don’t have similar capability. It’s one reason why many companies use their traditional backup
product to configure, schedule and report on their near-CDP backups.
Depending on the capabilities of your backup product, it can create a
catalogue of all snapshots it’s controlling and allow you to search this
during restores.
The most valuable type of restore
a near-CDP system can perform is
when you lose an entire volume or
a directory containing the virtual
disk volumes that comprise a virtual
machine (VM). While in most cases
it must be performed manually, it’s
a relatively simple process to point
NFS or CIFS clients to a different
server, or to mount a VM from a
different location. This is when a
near-CDP system truly pays for itself
because it allows you to perform
this “restore” in a few moments,
rather than several hours. Once the
problem with the production volume has been corrected, you can do a
reverse restore from the backup system to the primary system and revert
back to the primary system once that restore has been completed. After
you’ve done this type of restore once, you won’t want to go back to the
“old days.”
Finally, it’s critical to monitor and report on the success/failure of your
near-CDP backups. This functionality may be provided by your storage
vendor, but it’s most likely provided by your backup software vendor and
their partners. This is another reason why you should consider controlling
your near-CDP backups via your backup software product, even if all it’s

The most valuable
type of restore a nearCDP system can perform is when you lose
an entire volume or
a directory containing
the virtual disk volumes that comprise a
virtual machine (VM).
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doing is acting as a traffic cop. Having all your backup functionality in one
place is a good thing.
Don’t embark on a near-CDP backup project hastily. Check out your
vendor’s capabilities and perform a proof-of-concept test before signing
any purchase orders. And make sure all the good things about your current
backup system—centralised scheduling, cataloging, monitoring and reporting—don’t disappear when you deploy your shiny new near-CDP system. 2
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W Curtis Preston is an independent consultant, writer and speaker. He is the
webmaster at BackupCentral.com and the founder of Truth in IT.
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Hybrid

cloud storage

Hybrid cloud storage products provide the
best of both worlds—local storage that’s
tightly integrated with off-site
cloud storage services.

f

BY JACOB GSOEDL

OLLOWING THE WIDESPREAD adoption of server virtualisation, cloud computing

is the next evolutionary step toward utility computing where computing
resources are consumed like electricity and paid for based on usage.
Cloud storage got off to a running start with Amazon’s Simple Storage
Service (S3), which was quickly followed by other offerings. However,
security concerns and slow performance have often overshadowed the
benefits of cloud storage and hampered its adoption in the enterprise.
Early adopters included startups, development teams and consumer-facing
data services, but cloud storage struggles to become a viable complement
to data centre storage.
Conservative by nature, corporate IT has viewed public cloud storage
as too risky. But that’s about to change—not because of a change in the
perception of public cloud storage, but because of the emergence of internal cloud storage offerings as well as solutions that safely allow extending
on-premise data storage with external cloud storage services. From a deluge
of cloud computing-related offerings and heightened enterprise customer
interest, to analyst predictions and extensive press coverage, all indications
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are that cloud computing has reached an inflection point and we’ll soon
see accelerated adoption of cloud storage in the enterprise.

CLOUD STORAGE DEFINED
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“SANs really don’t
meet the cloud
storage paradigm
of dynamic, flexible
and elastic storage
that’s allocated
when and where
needed; from zoning,
provisioning to
worldwide names,
they’re pretty static
in nature.”

When a technology gets as hot
as cloud computing is right now,
there’s a temptation by vendors
to simply take existing products
and rebrand them as “cloud.” But,
generally, storage-area network
(SAN) storage and network-attached storage (NAS) can’t be
considered cloud storage simply
because they offer shared storage. “SANs really don’t meet
the cloud storage paradigm of
dynamic, flexible and elastic
storage that’s allocated when
and where needed; from zoning,
provisioning to worldwide names,
—TERRI MCCLURE, senior analyst,
they’re pretty static in nature,”
Enterprise Strategy Group
said Terri McClure, a senior analyst at Massachusetts-based
Enterprise Strategy Group (ESG). This is especially true for traditional, vertically
scaled SAN and NAS offerings. Scale-out block-based storage systems like
the HP/3PAR InServ Storage Server with its self-tuning and load-balancing
capabilities are able to dynamically spread loads across the SAN; scale-out
NAS products are further along, but even those aren’t appropriate for large
public storage clouds.
For an offering to be considered cloud storage, it needs to be:
• Network accessible
• Shared
• Service-based and paid for by usage
• Elastic, so it can dynamically shrink and grow as needed
• Able to scale up and down on demand
The primary use of cloud storage today is for unstructured data, which
is the fastest growing and most voluminous content, causing the most
administrative pains. Cloud storage is less suitable for structured data,
which continues to live on traditional enterprise storage.

THE BENEFITS OF CLOUD STORAGE
The benefits of using cloud storage for unstructured data are compelling,
starting with lower overall storage costs. Being service based, there’s no
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PUBLIC VS. PRIVATE VS. HYBRID
CLOUD STORAGE
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Characteristic

Public
cloud storage

Private
cloud storage

Hybrid
cloud storage

Scalability

Very high

Limited

Very high

Security

Good, but depends
on the security
measures of the
service provider

Most secure,
as all storage
is on-premise

Very secure;
integration options
add an additional
layer of security

Performance

Low to medium

Very good

Good, as active
content is cached
on-premise

Reliability

Medium; depends
on Internet connectivity and service
provider availability

High, as all equipment is on premise

Medium to high, as
cached content is
kept on-premise,
but also depends
on connectivity and
service provider
availability

Cost

Very good; pay-asyou-go model and
no need for onpremise storage
infrastructure

Good, but requires
on-premise
resources, such as
data centre space,
electricity and
cooling

Improved, since it
allows moving some
storage resources
to a pay-as-you-go
model
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storage hardware to buy, manage and maintain, and depending on the service,
it can greatly reduce, if not eliminate, data centre and storage administrator
costs. Cloud storage eliminates expensive technology refreshes that usually
kick in three years to five years after an initial purchase, and which are
needed to either upgrade to state-of-the-art technology or simply to get
around purchasing expensive support contracts for older arrays.
Cloud storage can provide close to 100% storage utilisation by eliminating
the massive amounts of unused storage that are needed as headroom for
anticipated growth and peak loads with traditional data storage. Besides
overall cost savings, scalability of cloud storage and its ability to transparently support base and peak loads are its most appealing characteristics.

PUBLIC STORAGE CLOUDS
Public cloud storage services are offered by a fast growing list of service
providers: AT&T, Amazon, Microsoft, Nirvanix, Rackspace Hosting and many
others. Their storage infrastructure usually consists of low-cost storage
nodes with directly attached commodity drives with an object-based storage stack that manages the distribution of content across nodes. Data in
the cloud is typically accessed via Internet protocols, mostly Representational State Transfer (REST) and to a lesser degree Simple Object Access
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Protocol (SOAP). Resilience and redundancy is achieved by storing each
object on at least two nodes. Usage is charged on a dollar-per-gigabyteper-month basis and, depending on the service provider, there may be
additional fees for the amount of data transferred and access charges.
Public storage clouds are
designed for massive multitenancy and enable isolation
of data, access and security for
each client. The type of content
stored on public clouds ranges
from static non-core application
data and archived content that
needs to be available, to backup
and disaster recovery data. Public cloud storage isn’t suited to
active content that changes all
the time. The primary worries about using public cloud storage in the
enterprise are security and, to some extent, performance.

The primary worries
about using public
cloud storage in the
enterprise are security and, to some
extent, performance.
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Internal cloud storage runs on dedicated infrastructure in the data centre
and, as a result, addresses the two main concerns of security and performance, but otherwise offers the same benefits of public cloud storage. Internal storage clouds are usually for a single tenant, even though larger enterprises may use multi-tenancy features to segregate access by departments
or office locations.
Unlike their public cloud storage counterparts, scalability requirements
are more modest, so internal cloud storage offerings are more likely to
have traditional storage hardware under the bonnet. A case in point is
Hewlett-Packard’s (HP) CloudStart, which combines HP BladeSystem Matrix,
an HP StorageWorks Enterprise Virtual Array (EVA) family array and Cloud
Service Automation (CSA) software into an internal cloud storage infrastructure. HP CloudStart by itself isn’t a private storage cloud offering
because it lacks the key element of being service based; instead, it’s the
enabling infrastructure that could be used by HP, one of its partners or
even enterprises to offer it as a fully managed, pay-as-you-go cloud
storage offering.
An example of a private cloud storage offering is the Hitachi Data
Systems Cloud Service for Private File Tiering. Based on the Hitachi
Content Platform (HCP), it resides in the customer’s data centre but
is owned and managed by Hitachi. Besides an initial setup fee, the customer pays for it by usage. Similarly, Nirvanix hNode provides a fully
managed, pay-as-you-go, internal cloud offering within the data centre,
based on the same technology that powers the Nirvanix Storage Delivery
Network (SDN).
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THE HYBRID CLOUD STORAGE MODEL
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While internal cloud storage addresses concerns associated with public
cloud storage, it’s certainly not the Holy Grail for unstructured data. To
start with, these systems aren’t designed to leverage existing internal
storage infrastructure. The fact they’re on-premise means they require
data centre real estate, electricity, rack space and cooling. Since internal
cloud storage runs on dedicated hardware, it won’t be able to scale to the
degree public storage clouds can. Most unstructured data is static and little
used, so it doesn’t have to reside on-premise.
This is where hybrid cloud
storage comes into play; when
traditional storage systems
or internal cloud storage are
supplemented with public cloud
storage. To make it work, however,
certain key requirements must
be met. First and foremost, the
hybrid storage cloud must behave like homogeneous storage.
Except for maybe a small delay
when accessing data on the
public cloud, it should otherwise
be transparent. Mechanisms have to be in place that keep active and
frequently accessed data on-premise and push inactive data into the
cloud. Hybrid clouds usually depend on nimble policy engines to define the
circumstances when data gets moved into or pulled back from the cloud.
Today, there are three routes to implementing a hybrid storage cloud:
• Via cloud storage software that straddles on-premise and public
cloud storage
• Via cloud storage gateways
• Through application integration

Mechanisms have to
be in place that keep
active and frequently
accessed data
on-premise and
push inactive data
into the cloud.

SOFTWARE FOR HYBRID STORAGE CLOUDS
Combining internal and public cloud storage into a single heterogeneous
storage cloud without custom integration or gateways is only possible
today if the internal and external storage clouds run the same cloud storage
software. While there are standardisation initiatives in progress, such as the
Storage Networking Industry Association (SNIA) Cloud Data Management
Interface (CDMI), a lack of standards has prohibited out-of-the-box integration between heterogeneous storage clouds. So what we’re seeing is cloud
software vendors selling their offerings to corporations and service providers
to create the prerequisite for hybrid clouds. And some cloud storage
providers are offering their storage stacks as internal storage clouds that
provide easy integration with their public storage cloud services.
An example of the latter is Nirvanix. Until recently, Nirvanix was only
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available as a public cloud service, but with the introduction of Nirvanix
hNode internal cloud storage users are now able to run Nirvanix cloud
storage internally and complement it with Nirvanix Storage Delivery Network
cloud storage as needed.
Rackspace has been offering its Cloud Files as a public cloud storage
service, but it has now open-sourced Cloud Files and formed OpenStack.org
to drive standardisation. The intent is to enable hybrid clouds between
service providers and corporate customers, as well as Rackspace’s public
cloud storage service.
Until recently, cloud storage
service providers had to either
use one of the open source
cloud storage products, such as
Luster and MogileFS, with their
idiosyncrasies and limitations,
or develop their own solutions.
In the past couple of years,
however, cloud storage software
has become available as a commercial product from several
vendors who sell it to both enterprises and service providers.
Among the commercially
available products, EMC’s Atmos
is the most prominent. It’s a
software-based, hardware-agnostic, object-based storage stack that consists of three loosely coupled services: a presentation layer that handles
interfacing to clients via REST, SOAP and traditional file-system protocols;
a metadata management layer that manages where data objects are
stored and how they’re protected and distributed on storage nodes; and a
storage target layer that interfaces with storage nodes. It can run on dedicated hardware or on VMware virtual machines. Architected as a scale-out
system, it’s able to scale to petabytes of storage by simply adding nodes.
EMC sells Atmos to enterprises and providers, so on-premise Atmos deployments can federate with Atmos services in the cloud.
EMC’s most prominent customer is AT&T. The AT&T Synaptic Storage
virtual private cloud, however, is a hybrid storage cloud offering that’s
quite different from others. It runs in AT&T data centres, but is accessed
by customers through AT&T’s MPLS network. As a result, it combines security and performance of private clouds with the economics and scalability
of public cloud offerings.
Besides EMC Atmos, there are several other cloud storage software
products. Caringo brought CAStor Content Storage Software into this
market by repositioning its content addressable storage (CAS) product as
a cloud storage solution. Cleversafe offers a cloud storage platform that
leverages information dispersal algorithms (IDAs) that slice data across

Rackspace has been
offering its Cloud
Files as a public
cloud storage service,
but it has now opensourced Cloud Files
and formed
OpenStack.org to
drive standardisation.
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PRODUCT SAMPLER:

CLOUD STORAGE GATEWAYS
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Vendor/Product

Description

F5 Networks
ARX Extender

This software runs on Windows or Linux to extend F5 ARX
file-system virtualisation into the cloud. It caches metadata of files in the cloud on-premises and provides a policy engine that allows defining when to move files into the
public cloud and when to fetch them. It currently supports
Amazon S3 cloud storage, with additional public cloud
storage services on the roadmap.

Nasuni
Nasuni Filer

This file-based cloud storage gateway software runs on
VMware ESX virtual machines and uses local disk storage
to cache data within the data centre. Within the data centre it acts like a NAS that transparently extends into public
storage clouds. It currently only supports CIFS, but NFS is
on the roadmap. Today, it’s integrated with Amazon S3,
Iron Mountain, Nirvanix and Rackspace.

Panzura

Panzura provides cloud storage gateways for Microsoft
SharePoint, backup and disaster recovery, and file sharing.

Riverbed
Technology
Riverbed
Whitewater

This cloud backup appliance offers inline data deduplication, and presents itself to backup apps as a CIFS or NFS
disk. With 2 TB to 8 TB of disk space, it can cache recent
backup data on-premises for rapid recovery. It’s currently
integrated with the AT&T and Amazon storage clouds.

StorSimple
StorSimple
Appliance

An application-optimised hybrid cloud storage solution for
Microsoft SharePoint and Exchange, the StorSimple device
can store data locally. With features like deduplication and
automatic tiering, and integration with major public cloud
storage services, it enables highly scalable SharePoint
deployments.

TwinStrata
CloudArray

TwinStrata’s block-based cloud storage gateway is similar
to Cirtas’ Bluejet Cloud Storage Controller, except it’s a
virtual appliance that runs on Citrix XenServer, Microsoft
Hyper-V and VMware ESX server.
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nodes in the cloud, eliminating the need for replication; Cleversafe claims
it has achieved substantially higher storage utilisation than products that
have to store multiple copies of data on storage nodes for redundancy.

HYBRID CLOUD STORAGE GATEWAYS
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Cloud storage gateways sit between on-premise storage and public cloud
storage. They translate between traditional storage protocols and the more
esoteric cloud storage protocols and APIs. Historically, public cloud storage
could only be accessed via custom integration. Furthermore, cloud gateways perform data migration of data from on-premise storage into public
cloud storage and vice versa, usually via policy engines.
Cloud storage gateways differ
in several key areas. They’re
either block or file based; and
they present themselves within
the data centre as block-based
storage or NAS devices. Data
deduplication and compression
are critical cloud gateway features, as both features significantly impact cloud storage
cost. Encryption of data in-transit and while stored in the storage cloud
is a must. Some gateways are designed and optimised for backup and
archival, some are closely integrated with applications like Microsoft
Exchange and SharePoint, and others are targeted as a transactional
cloud storage tier to supplement internal storage tiers.

Cloud storage
gateways sit
between on-premise
storage and public
cloud storage.

APPLICATION INTEGRATION FOR HYBRID CLOUDS
All public cloud storage services offer APIs to interact with internal cloud
storage software and cloud gateways, but these APIs can also be used to
directly integrate applications with public cloud storage. Cloud storage
APIs enable custom in-house and commercial applications to tap into
public cloud storage via REST interfaces.
For instance, backup application vendors have started to add public cloud
storage support to their backup suites. Symantec offers cloud storage support for NetBackup and Backup Exec. Similarly CommVault’s Simpana backup software integrates with public storage clouds.

ENTERPRISE-FRIENDLY STORAGE CLOUDS
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Enterprises have stayed away from cloud storage for the most part, but the
emergence of internal cloud storage and secure integration options of onpremise storage with public cloud storage (hybrids) have lowered the bar for
enterprises to safely extend existing enterprise storage with cloud storage.
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Despite the recent hype, which is mostly consumer-driven, mobile
adoption and public cloud services like those from Google, Dropbox and
many others go hand in hand. Analyst organization Gartner doesn’t expect
full-scale adoption of cloud storage by major enterprises for another five
years. In the meantime, enterprises are likely to add hybrid cloud storage
strategically to complement their existing storage infrastructure. 2
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Jacob Gsoedl is a freelance writer and a corporate director for business systems.
He can be reached at jgsoedl@yahoo.com.
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Using NAS
for virtual
machines

Common wisdom says you need block storage
for virtual servers, but with most hypervisors
supporting the NFS protocol, NAS may
work just as well. BY ERIC SIEBERT

s

HARED STORAGE IS a requisite for virtualised servers if you want to use any
of the advanced features server virtualisation offers, such as high availability or the ability to move a running virtual machine (VM) from one host
to another. This typically meant you had to invest in an expensive Fibre
Channel SAN (FC SAN). But all server virtualisation products also support
using network-attached storage (NAS) devices, which can provide a worthy,
cost-effective alternative to FC SANs for shared storage.
Another alternative is iSCSI storage which, like NAS, uses TCP/IP over
a standard Ethernet network, but iSCSI is block storage like Fibre Channel
and tends to be costlier than NAS. NAS systems generally support both NFS
and CIFS file-sharing protocols, but server virtualisation products prefer—or
are limited to—NFS.
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INSIDE NFS
NFS was developed in the late 1980s and has been revised several times
over the years; NFS Version 4 (NFSv4) is the most recent version. The NFS
architecture consists mainly of three components:
• Remote procedure calls (RPCs)
• External data representation (XDR)
• NFS procedures
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The NFS protocol uses an RPC system that allows a server (NFS client) to
make a call that’s executed on another server (NFS server). XDR is the data
encoding standard for NFS and serves as the universal language used between clients and servers. NFS procedures are software instructions used
to perform storage-related tasks.
An NFS server may be a dedicated NAS appliance such as those sold
by NetApp and all major storage vendors, or it can be a common server
running an operating system. NFS is commonly used in Unix and Linux
systems, but is also available with other operating systems such as Windows. NFS is a stateless protocol, which means the server doesn’t store
any client information and each RPC event contains all the necessary
information to complete the call. In this manner, no open connections
between the client and server exist, and crash recovery is as simple as
having the client resend requests until the server responds.
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NFS has become increasingly popular for shared storage that is to be
shared by multiple virtual hosts. All major server virtualisation platforms
support the use of NAS NFS storage devices for virtual machines. Because
NFS is a widely supported protocol, there are many different options for
using NFS storage with your virtual hosts. This can range from taking a
standard physical server and converting it into an NFS server, using virtual
SAN software or using a dedicated storage appliance. The cost and performance characteristics with each option can vary greatly, but dedicated
appliances offer the best performance although at a higher cost. An inexpensive NFS server can be built by putting a bunch of disks in a standard
physical server and then loading an operating system like Linux or Windows
that has a NFS server, or by using a dedicated storage appliance application
like Openfiler open-source shared storage software.
Almost every data storage vendor offers a storage device that supports
NFS, including “low-end” devices that support NFS from vendors like NetGear
and Synology. Many storage devices will support both iSCSI and NFS, but
allocating storage for iSCSI datastores will consume the full space right
away, while with NFS it grows as data is written to it. But with so many
devices to choose from, you can easily find a good NFS storage system
that will meet your requirements regardless of your budget.
Because NFS is a file-level protocol, it’s configured in a different manner
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than block storage devices. With block storage devices you have a storage
I/O adapter in the host that communicates with the storage device either
locally or remotely. This would typically be a SCSI or Fibre Channel adapter,
or with iSCSI, a network adapter that serves as either a hardware or software initiator. With NFS you use an NFS client built into the hypervisor that
uses a network adapter in the host to communicate with the NFS server.
Instead of scanning for
storage devices on your
I/O adapters as you
would with block devices, you simply enter
an NFS server name and
folder location when
adding an NFS storage
device to a virtual host.
Once you have your NFS
datastores configured,
you create virtual machines on them just like
you would with block
storage devices.

Instead of scanning
for storage devices
on your I/O
adapters as you
would with block
devices, you simply enter an
NFS server name and folder
location when adding an NFS
storage device to a virtual host.

THE PROS AND CONS OF USING NAS
For the most part, NAS storage devices in a virtualised server environment
function similarly to block storage devices, but there may be some limitations
due to their architecture.
• If you don’t use local storage on your virtual host and want to boot
directly from a shared storage device, you’ll need a storage resource other
than a NAS system. With Fibre Channel and iSCSI adapters you can boot the
hypervisor directly from a shared storage device without using any local
storage.
• NFS uses a software client built into the hypervisor instead of a hardware I/O adapter. Because of that, there’s CPU overhead as the hypervisor
must use a software client to communicate with the NFS server. On a very
busy host this can cause degradation in performance as the CPUs are also
being shared by the virtual machines.
• In vSphere environments, while you can create VM datastores on NFS
devices, they don’t use the high-performance VMFS file system. While this
doesn’t affect the use of most of vSphere’s features, you can’t use raw device
mappings (RDMs) to attach a physical disk directly to a virtual machine.
• Some vendors don’t recommend NFS storage for certain sensitive
transactional apps (such as Exchange and Domino) due to latency that
can occur. But there are many factors that figure into this, such as host
resources/configuration and the performance of the NFS device you’re
using. This shouldn’t be a problem for a properly sized NFS system.
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• NFS doesn’t support using multipathing from a host to an NFS server.
Only a single TCP session will be opened to an NFS datastore, which can
limit its performance. This can be alleviated by using multiple smaller datastores instead of a few larger datastores, or by using 10 Gb Ethernet (10
GbE) where the available throughput from a single session will be much
greater. The multipathing constraint doesn’t affect high availability, which
can still be achieved using multiple NICs in a virtual switch.
Despite the limitations, there are some good reasons why you might
prefer a NAS system over block storage devices.
• Many NFS storage
devices use thin provisioning by default,
which can help conserve disk space because virtual disks
don’t consume the full
amount of space they’ve
been allocated.
• File locking and
queuing are handled by
the NFS device, which
can result in better
performance compared
to iSCSI/FC where locking and queuing are handled by the host server.
• NFS doesn’t have a single disk I/O queue like a block storage device
has, so you may get better performance. The performance of NFS is based
on the size of the network connection and the capabilities of the disk array.
• Implementing NAS costs a lot less than traditional FC storage. NAS
devices require only common NICs instead of expensive HBAs, and use traditional network components rather than expensive FC switches and cables.
• Because NAS takes away a lot of the complexity of managing shared
storage, specialised storage administrators aren’t necessary in most cases.
Managing files on an NFS server is much easier than managing LUNs on a
SAN.
• Virtual datastores can be expanded easily by simply increasing the
disk on the NFS server; there’s no need to increase the size of datastores
as they’ll automatically increase accordingly.
• Operations like snapshots and cloning are done at the file system
level instead of at the LUN level, which can offer greater flexibility and
more granular support.

File locking and
queuing are
handled by the
NFS device, which
can result in better
performance vs. iSCSI/FC
where locking and queuing are
handled by the host server.

The advantages to using NAS are many and you shouldn’t be discouraged
by the disadvantages that mainly apply to specific circumstances or with
lower quality NAS products. With a properly sized and designed system that
will handle the VM workloads on your hosts, NAS can be as good a choice
as any block storage device.
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Many IT shops considering NAS as an alternative to block storage for their
virtual servers are concerned about performance, and with good reason. In
most cases, NAS performance won’t equal that of an FC SAN, but a properly
architected NFS solution can easily meet the performance needs of most
workloads.
Some users end up comparing iSCSI to NAS as they’re both low-cost
alternatives to FC storage and they can each use existing Ethernet infrastructure. VMware has published test results comparing the performance
of virtual machines on NAS, iSCSI and FC storage devices. The results show
that the performance of NAS compared to hardware and software iSCSI is
nearly identical. As long as the CPU doesn’t become a bottleneck, the maximum throughput of both iSCSI and NFS is limited by the available network
bandwidth. Software
iSCSI and NFS are both
more efficient than
Fibre Channel and hardware iSCSI at writing
smaller block sizes
(fewer than 16 KB), but
with larger blocks more
CPU cycles are used,
which makes software
iSCSI and NFS less efficient than hardware
iSCSI and Fibre Channel.
The CPU cost per I/O is
greatest with NFS; it’s
only slightly higher than
iSCSI, but much higher than hardware iSCSI and FC, but on a host with
enough spare CPU capacity this shouldn’t be an issue.
Achieving the best performance with NAS comes down to several factors;
the first is having enough CPU resources available so the CPU never becomes
a bottleneck to NFS protocol processing. It’s easy enough to achieve by
making sure you don’t completely overload your virtual host’s CPU with too
many virtual machines. Unfortunately, there’s no way to prioritise or reserve
CPU resources for NFS protocol processing, so you need to make sure you
adjust your workloads on your hosts accordingly and monitor CPU usage.
Using a technology like VMware’s Distributed Resource Scheduler will help
balance CPU workloads evenly across hosts.
The second factor is network architecture; the performance of NAS
storage is highly dependent on network health and utilisation. You should
isolate your NAS traffic on dedicated physical NICs that aren’t shared with
virtual machines. You should also ensure that you use a physically isolated
storage network that’s dedicated to your hosts and NFS servers, and isn’t
shared with any other network traffic. Your NICs are your speed limit; 1 Gbps

Achieving the best
performance with
NAS comes down
to several factors;
the first is having
enough CPU resources available so the CPU never becomes
a bottleneck to NFS protocol
processing.
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NICs are adequate for most purposes, but to take NFS to the next level
and experience the best possible performance, 10 Gbps is the ticket. There
are a number of network configuration tweaks you can use to boost
performance, as well as technology like jumbo frames.
The final factor in NFS performance is the type of NAS storage device
you’re connected to. Just like any storage device, you must size your NAS
systems to meet the storage I/O demands of your virtual machines. Don’t
use an old physical server running a Windows NFS server and expect to
meet the workload demands of many busy virtual machines. Generally, the
more money you put into a NAS product the better performance you’ll get.
There are many high-end NAS systems available that will meet the demands
of most workloads.

NAS HAS ITS NICHE
NAS might not be appropriate for every virtualised server environment—for
certain workloads only a FC SAN will do—but it’s certainly attractive and
effective for most use cases. In past years, NAS wasn’t a viable alternative
because of limited support by virtualisation vendors, but that has changed
and NFS is now fully supported. NFS has also matured and improved in all
areas, including in the hypervisor, on the network and in the storage device
to become a solid storage platform for virtualisation. 2
Eric Siebert is an IT industry veteran with more than 25 years of experience
who now focuses on server administration and virtualisation. He is the author
of VMware VI3 Implementation and Administration (Prentice Hall, 2009) and
Maximum vSphere (Prentice Hall, 2010).
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read/write | jeff byrne

VMware storage issues
may be solved by your array
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Anybody who has struggled with configuring
storage for VMware virtual servers will be
happy to hear help is on the way—the solution
to your problems may be hidden in your array.

ROM THE MOMENT server virtualisation burst onto the scene nearly a decade

ago, it has created significant challenges for data storage managers. And
based on recent Taneja Group research, many of those challenges are far
from being overcome.
In our most recent end-user survey on virtual server storage, we found
more than half of storage administrators are experiencing one or more of
the following storage-related issues in their virtual server environments:
• Scalability: Server consolidation leads to contention for storage and
I/O resources, limiting the number of virtual machines (VMs) that can be
run productively on a given system.
• Performance: The multiplicative effect of repetitive, small-block I/O
operations—driven by a hypervisor and performed across multiple VMs—
can have a crippling effect on storage performance.
• Agility: In a heavily consolidated environment, common administrative
tasks such as creating and provisioning a VM, migrating workloads to new
servers and non-disruptively moving virtual machine disk files between
arrays, can be quite tedious and time consuming.
These problems are exacerbated in a VMware vSphere/ESX environment
because VMware’s hypervisor-driven approach to storage creates some
significant challenges for storage providers. VMware Virtual Machine File
System (VMFS) imposes an additional layer in the stack connecting virtual
servers with storage, making it difficult for vendors to make native, arraybased storage capabilities available to VMware users and applications.
Because many storage operations have been recently emulated in software
by vSphere/ESX, users can’t take advantage of the higher performance
available in array-based hardware.
Clearly, the right place for these functions is in the array. Citrix Systems
first demonstrated this in 2009 with the release of StorageLink, which
enables XenServer-based applications to directly take advantage of
array-based functionality. But the VMFS layer has prevented VMware-driven
applications from fully leveraging array capabilities.
Fortunately, with vSphere 4.1’s vStorage, VMware provides the means
for storage vendors to take these storage matters into their own hands.
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The vStorage APIs for Array Integration (VAAI) are designed to enhance
primary storage integration. By offloading VM operations that should be
handled at the array level—such as Storage vMotion, VM provisioning and
cloning—VAAI lets storage vendors address the storage issues that may
have inhibited the adoption of VMware server virtualisation. Let’s look at
the VMware-specific storage problems and how the VAAI-enabled capabilities
now offered by major storage vendors address those issues.
1. Limited virtual machine scalability due to LUN-level locking. In
earlier versions of vSphere and ESX Server, tasks such as creating, migrating
or snapshotting VMs caused a complete LUN to be reserved each time
shared storage was accessed. The hypervisor accomplished the LUN-level
locking operation through the use of
SCSI reservations, which required
several SCSI commands. Unfortunately, the LUN was unavailable to
other virtual servers while it was
locked, resulting in resource contention and performance penalties.
A VAAI function known as Hardware Assisted Locking allows storage
to be locked at the block level rather
than at the volume (LUN) level by
using one efficient SCSI command.
Concurrent access reduces contention; multiple VMs on a single LUN
are no longer in a latency-sensitive
race to lock and unlock the LUN over and over again. Moreover, this frees
administrators to conduct a broader range of storage-intensive tasks
(clones, snaps, formats, etc.) during peak hours without impacting application performance.
2. Inefficient and repetitive write operations. Prior to VAAI, a number
of common vSphere operations, including provisioning VMs from templates
and extending thin provisioned virtual disks (VMDKs), interacted with block
storage inefficiently. vSphere/ESX would move empty blocks of data (zeroes)
to the array via the repeated execution of SCSI write commands and the
transmitting of zeroes over the network.
With the new VAAI Block Zero capability, construction of zero data
blocks can be offloaded to an array, reducing the amount of I/O created by
servers and transmitted data. When VMFS encounters data blocks containing zeroes, write operations can be replaced by a single SCSI WRITE_SAME
command, which transmits a sector of data along with a count of how
many times that sector should be duplicated on disk. In-array creation of
empty data can be used with any array, but it’s more useful where thin
persistence technologies in the array can capture zero writes on ingest
and avoid the writing of empty data to disk altogether.

A VAAI function
known as Hardware
Assisted Locking
allows storage to be
locked at the block
level rather than at
the volume (LUN) level
by using one efficient
SCSI command.
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3. Slow and resource-intensive VM cloning and data migration. In
earlier versions of vSphere and ESX, VMware copy operations such as VM
cloning and Storage vMotion were accomplished via the use of millions of
back-to-back, small block I/Os in which small blocks of data were moved
from array to host (via SCSI READ commands) and back again (via SCSI
WRITE commands). This approach was extremely I/O intensive and consumed considerable physical server and network resources.
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The VAAI Full Copy function changes all that. Similar to Block Zero operations, Full Copy can execute block operations (copy or move) entirely
within the array through use of a SCSI Extended Copy (XCopy) command
and without the involvement of the host. While Extended Copy minimises
I/O across server hardware and reduces the consumption of network
bandwidth, Extended Copy operations can also execute with far greater
speed. Storage controllers can use their full internal bandwidth, optimisation mechanisms and workload awareness to move data with maximum
efficiency without needlessly consuming precious controller cache.
The vStorage foundation in vSphere 4.1 contains functionality well
beyond just primary storage, including mechanisms that can enable better
backup handling, deeper snapshot or continuous data protection (CDP)
integration, and more. If you’re a VMware user, vStorage is certainly one
strong reason to consider adopting vSphere 4.1. vStorage may make a
significant difference in how well your data storage infrastructure meets
your virtual infrastructure demands. Whether you’re considering primary
storage, data protection, replication or some other part of your infrastructure, ask your storage vendor if they leverage vStorage and VAAI capabilities
in particular. 2
Jeff Byrne is a senior analyst and consultant at Taneja Group. He can be
reached at jeff.byrne@tanejagroup.com.
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StorWars | tony asaro

Three vendors still
stalking storage virtualisation

e

Overwhelmed by all the buzz around server
virtualisation? There are still solid alternatives—
with real benefits—to virtualising storage systems.
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XTERNAL STORAGE VIRTUALISATION (ESV) is the use of intelligent storage con-

trollers that provide volume management, data management and protection
features by creating a virtual storage system using external hardware and
capacity. The goal of ESV is to consolidate management and intelligent
features, and to enable tiering and heterogeneous replication. If you implement a high-end intelligent ESV system, you can scale with lots of dumber
and less-expensive systems behind it, creating a great balance of high-end
capabilities with lower cost hardware. This all looks good on paper, but
if the value proposition is so apparent, why hasn’t ESV become the dominant
storage infrastructure in our data centres?
There are several reasons why
ESV isn’t pervasive. The first is that
there are only a handful of leading
vendors providing ESV solutions, including Hitachi Data Systems, IBM
and NetApp. One could argue that if
EMC decided five years ago that
ESV was the new vision for storage,
it would probably be the dominant
architecture embraced by IT professionals today.
Hitachi was the first to combine
its leading enterprise-class storage
system with support for ESV technology back in 2003. The company has
done a great job of implementing ESV technology and, in many cases, has
taken business away from the likes of EMC because of this unique capability.
The Hitachi ESV story has been getting better over time because of new
technology that clearly quantifies its value. It’s able to provide thin provisioning, reclaim unused storage capacity and provide sub-LUN tiering to
external storage systems.
Sub-LUN tiering could be a “killer app” for external storage virtualisation,
but users are cautious of an idea that scatters their data across virtual
volumes spanning multiple storage systems. If Hitachi can validate that
sub-LUN tiering is highly reliable when combined with ESV, it could save
customers millions and enable them to further leverage their unique architecture.
However, while ESV technology has helped to keep Hitachi in the enter-

Hitachi was the first
to combine its leading enterprise-class
storage system with
support for ESV
technology back
in 2003.
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prise-class storage game, it hasn’t been enough to make them dominant.
The enterprise-class storage system market is still a toe-to-toe battle with
gains and losses measured in centimetres rather than kilometres.
IBM has offered its external SAN Volume Controller (SVC) appliance for
a number of years, and it’s been adopted by a sizable number of IBM users.
The most frequent complaints I hear from IBM SVC users centre on its
cost, to the point where price has been the key deterrent to taking advantage of some of SVC’s coolest features, like heterogeneous replication.
One IT professional asked me for advice about performing data replication
between an IBM DS8000 and a DS4000, even though his company has an
SVC deployed. The IT pro said it was too expensive to use the SVC, so they
were seeking alternatives.
I rarely run into non-IBM storage users who have implemented SVC, so
it doesn’t look like IBM has done a particularly good job increasing its footprint beyond its existing customer base.
NetApp’s V-Series has been a
popular product, enabling companies to leverage the intelligence of
NetApp FAS using SAN-attached
storage on the back end. It’s actually
a more popular approach than you
might think. Again, it’s not NetApp’s
primary strategy but it provides a
smart alternative for users who
have already invested a lot of money
in their current SAN infrastructure.
Those three products from major
vendors aren’t all that competitive
with each other. The Hitachi USP V
and VSP are high-end enterpriseclass systems focused on SAN storage, providing a storage system that
also enables external storage virtualisation. IBM’s SVC seems to have been
designed as a complement to IBM’s DS8000 and DS4000 storage systems.
And NetApp’s V-Series is more of a midrange appliance that provides both
NAS and SAN external storage virtualisation. I doubt these three vendors
ever run into each other in competitive situations.
External storage virtualisation has made an impact and will continue to
do so, but it has failed to establish any sort of dominance in the data centre.
Cost, complexity and the risk of the unknown are still major impediments to
its adoption.
Another reason ESV isn’t more pervasive is that only Hitachi has made
this technology a core part of its strategy. IBM and NetApp have it in their
portfolios, but it’s not a top priority in terms of growth or vision. The other
major storage vendors, including Dell, EMC, Hewlett-Packard (HP) and Oracle don’t offer ESV solutions in any real way. HP does OEM Hitachi’s USP V,
but has never truly focused on its virtualisation capabilities.

External storage
virtualisation is real
and widely adopted,
with thousands of
companies and
organisations using
it courtesy of these
three vendors.
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External storage virtualisation is real and widely adopted, with thousands
of companies and organisations using it courtesy of these three vendors.
These solutions have been on the market for years and have developed a
great deal of traction, so the risk factor seems to be much less of a concern. ESV offers a great deal of benefit, and should be considered when
analyzing your storage strategies and roadmaps. 2
Tony Asaro is senior analyst and founder of Voices of IT.
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